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ABOUT THE BOOK

Over the past three decades, parallel processing and distributed computing have emerged as a well-developed field in computer science and information technology. Many universities and colleges are now offering standard courses in this field. However, the instructors and students are still in search of a comprehensive textbook that integrates computing theories and information technologies with the design, programming, and application of distributed systems. This book is designed to meet these demands. The book can be also used as a major reference for professionals working in this field.

The book addresses the latest advances in hardware and software, system architecture, new programming paradigms, and ecosystems emphasizing both speed performance and energy efficiency. These latest developments explain how to create high-performance clusters, scalable networks, automated data centers, and high-throughput cloud/grid systems. We also cover programming, and the use of distributed or cloud systems in innovative Internet applications. The book aims to transform traditional multiprocessors and multi-computer clusters into web-scale grids, clouds, and P2P networks for ubiquitous use in the future Internet, including large-scale social networks and the Internet of things that are emerging rapidly in recent years.

A GLANCE AT THE CONTENTS

We have included many milestone developments in a single volume. We present the contributions not only from our own research groups but also from leading research peers in the U.S., China, and Australia. Collectively, this group of authors and contributors summarize the progress that has been made in recent years, ranging from parallel processing to distributed computing and the future Internet.

Starting with an overview of modern distributed models, the text exposes the design principles, system architectures and innovative applications of parallel, distributed, and cloud computing systems. This book attempts to integrate parallel processing technologies with the network-based distributed systems. The book emphasizes scalable physical systems and virtualized data centers and cloud systems for research, e-commerce, social networking, supercomputing, and more applications, using concrete examples from open-source and commercial vendors.

The nine chapters are divided into three Parts: Part 1 covers system models and enabling technologies, including clustering and virtualization. Part 2 presents data center design, cloud computing platforms, service-oriented architectures, and distributed programming paradigms and software support. In Part 3, we study computational/data grids, peer-to-peer networks, ubiquitous clouds, the Internet of Things, and social networks.

Cloud computing material is addressed in six chapters (1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9). Cloud systems presented include the public clouds: Google AppEngine, Amazon Web Service, Facebook, SalesForce.com, and many others. These cloud systems play an increasingly important role in upgrading the web services and Internet applications. Computer architects, software engineers, and system designers may want to explore the cloud technology to build the future computers and Internet-based systems.
KEY FEATURES

- Coverage of modern distributed computing technology including computer clusters, virtualization, service-oriented architecture, massively parallel processors, peer-to-peer systems, cloud computing, social networks, and the Internet of Things.
- Major emphases of the book lie in exploiting the ubiquity, agility, efficiency, scalability, availability, and programmability of parallel, distributed, and cloud computing systems.
- Latest developments in Hardware, Networks, and System Architecture:
  - Multi-core CPUs and Many-Core GPUs (Intel, Nvidia, AMD)
  - Virtual Machines and Virtual Clusters (CoD, Violin, Amazon VPC)
  - Top-500 Architectures (Tianbhe-1A, Jaguar, Roadrunner, etc.)
  - Google AppEngine, Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure, IBM BlueCloud
  - TerraGrid, DataGrid, ChinaGrid, BOINC, Grid5000 and FutureGrid
  - Chord, Napster, BitTorrent, KaZaA, PPlive, JXTA, and .NET
  - RFID, Sensor Networks, GPS, CPS, and the Internet of Things
  - Facebook, Force.Com, Twitter, SGI Cylone, Nebula, and GoGrid
- Recent advances in paradigms, programming, software and ecosystems:
  - MapReduce, Dryad, Hadoop, MPI, Twister, BigTable, DISC, etc
  - Cloud Service and Trust Models (SaaS, IaaS, PaaS, and PowerTrust)
  - Programming Languages and Protocols (Python, SOAP, UDDI, Pig Latin)
  - Virtualization Software (XEN, KVM, VMWare ESX, etc.)
  - Cloud OS and Meshups (Eucalyptus, Nimbus, OpenNebula, vShere/4, etc.)
  - Service-Oriented Architecture (REST, WS, Web 2.0, OGSA, etc.)
  - Distributed Operating Systems (DCE, Amoeba, and MOSIX)
  - Middleware and Software Libraries (LSF, Globus, Hadoop, Aneka)
- Over 100 examples are illustrated with 300 figures, designed to meet the need of students taking a distributed system course. Each chapter includes exercises and further reading.
- Included are case studies from the leading distributed computing vendors: Amazon, Google, Microsoft, IBM, HP, Sun, Silicon Graphics, Rackspace, SalesForce.com, netSuite, Enomaly, and many more.

READERSHIP AND SUGGESTIONS TO INSTRUCTORS/STUDENTS

The readership includes students taking a distributed systems or distributed computing class. Professional system designers and engineers may find this book useful as a reference to the latest distributed system technologies including clusters, grids, clouds, and the Internet of Things. The book gives a balanced coverage of all of these topics, looking into the future of Internet and IT evolutions.

The nine chapters are logically sequenced for use in an one-semester (45-hour lectures) course for seniors and graduate-level students. For use in a tri-semester system, Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 9 are suitable for a 10-week course (30-hour lectures). In addition to solving homework problems, the students are advised to conduct some parallel and distributed programming experiments on available clusters, grids, P2P, and cloud platforms. Sample projects and a solutions manual will be made available to proven instructors from Morgan Kaufmann, Publishers.
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Richard Feynman, in his wonderful autobiography *Surely You’re Joking, Mr. Feynman*, recounts how at Los Alamos in 1944 he was responsible for supervising the human computers who performed the long and tedious calculations required by the Manhattan Project. Using the mechanical calculators that were then the state of the art, the best human computer could achieve only one addition or multiplication every few seconds. Feynman and his team thus developed methods for decomposing problems into smaller tasks that could be performed simultaneously by different people (they passed cards with intermediate results between people operating adders, multipliers, collators, and sorters); for running multiple computations at once in the same computing complex (they used different color cards); for prioritizing a more important computation (they eliminated cards of other colors); and for detecting and recovering efficiently from errors (relevant cards, and their descendants, were removed, and computations restarted).

Seventy years later, computer architects face similar challenges—and have adopted similar solutions. Individual computing devices are far faster, but physical constraints still limit their speed. Thus, today’s computing landscape is characterized by pervasive parallelism. Individual processors incorporate pipelining, parallel instructions, speculative execution, and multithreading. Essentially every computer system, from the humblest desktop to the most powerful supercomputer, incorporates multiple processors. Designers of future exascale supercomputers, to be capable of $10^{18}$ operations per second, tell us that these computers will need to support $10^7$ concurrent operations.

Parallelism is fundamentally about communication and coordination, and those two activities have also been transformed over the past seventy years by dramatic technological change. Light is no faster, at 8 inches or 20 centimeters per nanosecond in fiber, than in Feynman’s time; one can never expect to send a message in less than 50 milliseconds from Los Angeles to Auckland. But the rate at which data can be transmitted has changed dramatically, from a few characters per second in 1910 (early telegraphs) to thousands of characters per second in 1960 (ARPANET) to more than 10 billion characters per second over optical fibers in 2010.

Quasi-ubiquitous high-speed communications not only allows call centers to be relocated to India, it also allows computation to be moved to centralized facilities that achieve massive economies of scale, and permits enormous quantities of data to be collected and organized to support decision making by people worldwide. Thus, government agencies, research laboratories, and companies who need to simulate complex phenomena create and operate enormous supercomputers with hundreds of thousands of processors. Similarly, companies such as Google, Facebook, and Microsoft who need to process large quantities of data operate numerous massive “cloud” data centers that may each occupy tens of thousands of square feet and contain tens or hundreds of thousands of computers. Like Feynman’s Los Alamos team, these computing complexes provide computing as a service for many people, and must juggle many computations performed for different purposes.

Massive parallelism, ultra-fast communication, and massive centralization are all fundamental to human decision making today. The computations that are used to forecast tomorrow’s weather, index the web, recommend movies, suggest social connections, predict the future state of the stock market, or provide any one of a multitude of other desirable information products are typically distributed over thousands of processors and depend on data collected from sometimes millions of
sources worldwide. Indeed, little of the modern world could function as it does without parallel and distributed computing.

In this pervasively parallel and distributed world, an understanding of distributed computing is surely an essential part of any undergraduate education in computer science. (Indeed, I would argue, an understanding of these topics should be an essential part of any undergraduate education. But I leave that argument for another time.) The most complex computer systems today are no longer individual microprocessors, but entire data centers. The most complex computer programs written today are those that manage or run on data-center-scale systems. A student who graduates with a degree in computer science and does not understand how these systems and programs are constructed is profoundly unprepared to engage productively in the modern workforce.

Hwang, Fox, and Dongarra’s text is thus especially timely. In its three sections, it covers progressively the hardware and software architectures that underpin modern massively parallel computer systems; the concepts and technologies that enable cloud and distributed computing; and advanced topics in distributed computing, including grid, peer-to-peer, and the Internet of Things. In each area, the text takes a systems approach, describing not only concepts but also representative technologies and realistic large-scale distributed computing deployments. Computing is as much an engineering discipline as a science, and these descriptions of real systems will both prepare students to use those systems and help them understand how other architects have maneuvered the constraints associated with large-scale distributed system design.

The text also addresses some of the more challenging issues facing computer science researchers today. To name just two, computers have emerged as a major consumer of electricity, accounting for several percent of all electricity used in the US. (In Japan, it is ironic that following the 2011 tsunami, the large supercomputers that may help prepare for future natural disasters must often be turned off to conserve power.) And, the fact that 98% of the roughly 10 billion processors sold each year are for embedded devices, and that these embedded devices are increasingly communication-enabled, introduces the opportunity and challenge of an “Internet of Things” that will be vastly larger, more complex, and more capable than today’s Internet of People.

I hope that the appearance of this book will stimulate more teaching of distributed computing in universities and colleges—and not just as an optional topic, as is too often the case, but as a core element of the undergraduate curriculum. I hope also that others outside universities will take this opportunity to learn about distributed computing, and more broadly about what computing looks like on the cutting edge: sometimes messy; often complex; but above all tremendously exciting.

Ian Foster
Jackson Hole, Wyoming
August, 2011